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General properties and proof techniques concerning probabilistic complexity classes are 
discussed. Two yersions of probability amplification lemmas are presented with connect 
probabilistic complexity classes with nonuniform classes. The “quantifier simulation” techni- 
que is introduced which allows assertions that hold with high probability to be expressed by 
two alternating quantifiers. Quantifier simulation is the key technique to prove several lowness 
properties of probabilistic complexity classes. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Probabilistic complexity classes have been studied extensively in the past, and 
many techniques have been established-tailored for many particular cases. We are 
interested here in probabilistic algorithms of the “Monte Carlo” type and their 
corresponding complexity classes, i.e., algorithms which can make errors with a 
small probability. In this paper, a general definition of such probabilistic complexity 
classes is given. Using this general definition, many results known from particular 
cases are proved in a more general framework. 
We show under which general conditions a probabilistic complexity class admits 
an “amplification lemma.” This means that the probability for obtaining correct 
outputs can be amplified from 4 + E to values like 1 - 2-“, where n is the input size. 
We present two versions of such amplification lemmas, the second dealing with the 
probability that a whole initial segment of inputs achieves correct outputs. The 
second amplification lemma allows probabilistic classes to be connected with non- 
uniform classes. The known result that BPP has polynomial size circuits [S, 1, 241 
is generalized this way. 
A second main technique is “quantifier simulation” which means that an 
assertion holding with high probability can be expressed by two alternating (and 
polynomially bounded) quantifiers, either in the form El, or 3V. This section thus 
generalizes the result BPPsZ$n l7$ [29, 191 and shows under which conditions 
such inclusions are possible. 
As a by-product of the quantifier simulation technique, it turns out that, under 
certain conditions, probabilistic classes can be tuned such that only one-sided 
errors (with small probability) can occur. 
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Pushing the quantifier simulation technique further allows several applications, 
like demonstrating that certain probabilistic complexity classes are “low” in the 
sense that they are not powerful when used as oracle under certain operators. These 
results are generalizations of arguments used in showing that the graph isomorphism 
problem is low, and therefore, not NP-complete unless the polynomial-time 
hierarchy collapses [25, 7, 261. 
We use the following standard notations. Let L(M) be the set accepted by Turing 
machine IV, and let L(M, A) be the set accepted by oracle Turing machine M when 
using oracle set A. The following complexity classes have their standard definitions: 
P, NP, PSPACE, EXPTIME, NEXPTIME. We refer the reader to [30,33] for the 
definitions and basic properties of the classes C$ and nfl of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy. The union over all classes of the polynomial-time hierarchy is denoted by 
PH. 
2. GENERAL PROBABILISTIC COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
We want to study probabilistic (“Monte Carlo”) versions of an arbitrary com- 
plexity class %. In particular, we have in mind classes like V = P, NP, PSPACE, or 
the classes of the polynomial-time hierarchy PH. For this purpose the following 
definition is designed. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For any class of sets %? over the alphabet C = (0, 1) let BP% 
(BP stands for “bounded error probabilistic”) be the class of all sets A EC* such 
that for some BE W:, some E > 0, some polynomial p, and all inputs x EC*, 1x1 = n, 
Prob[(x, y) E B iff XEA]>$+E, 
where y E G p(n) is randomly chosen under uniform distribution. 
In particular, the class BPP has already been extensively studied (see [9, 5, 
35, 37, 29, 19,241.) Also, it is not hard to see that the class BPNP is exactly the 
same as Babai’s class AM(2) (see [2, 3, 381) which was originally defined in terms 
of “Arthur-Merlin games” (in this case, with 2 rounds). Also, BPNP = (3+3/3+V) 
in the terminology of Zachos and Fiirer [38,36]. Furthermore, it has been shown 
by Babai [2, 33 that any k-round (k being a constant) Arthur-Merlin game can be 
simulated by a 2-round Arthur-Merlin game. 
In symbols: 
u AM(k) = AM( 2). 
Arthur-Merlin games are special cases of interactive proof systems [ 11, 101. But 
there is also an astonishing reverse relationship which has been shown recently by 
Goldwasser and Sipser [12]: Any k-round (k may depend on x) interactive proof 
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system can be simulated by a (k+ 2)-round Arthur-Merlin game, which is in 
symbols, 
IP(K) E AM(R + 2). 
This implies that (where k is a constant): 
v IPCk) = ” AM (k) = AM(2) = BPNP. k 
Goldreich, Micali, and Wigderson [lo] observed that the graph non-isomorphism 
problem has a 2-round interactive proof system, which, combined with the above, 
yields 
Graph Isomorphism E BPNP. 
Direct proofs of this result can be found in [3, 7,25, 261. So, if we report results 
concerning BPNP = BPZf in the following, the reader should keep in mind that the 
complement of graph isomorphism is a prominent member of this class. 
Let us summarize some straightforward properties of these general probabilistic 
complexity classes. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For all classes W and 9, 
(a) BPco - %T = co-BP%, 
(b) %? E 9 implies BP% E BP9, 
(c) if W is closed under padding, (i.e., A E V implies 
{(x, ~)IxEA,~EC*}E%T) then WSBPW. 
3. PROBABILITY AMPLIFICATION 
The “probability amplification” property plays a crucual role when studying 
probabilistic complexity classes. This property has been used in particular in 
connection with the class BPP [S]. In this section we show under which general 
conditions a probabilistic complexity class has an amplification lemma. This means 
that the probability for outputting a correct result can be “amplified” from f + E to 
something like 1 .- 2-“. 
To state this property formally and in general applicability, we use Selman’s 
definition [28] of positive reducibility. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For two sets A and B we write A E P,,,(B) (or A E NP,,,(B)) if 
and only if A E P(B) (A E NP(B), resp.) is witnessed by some oracle Turing machine 
M with the additional property that for all oracle sets X and Y, 
XGY implies L(M, X) E L(M, Y). 
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A class %? is closed under Ppos (or NP,,,) if A E P,,,(B) (A E NP,,,(B), resp.) and 
BE %? implies A E %?. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 [28]. The classes P, NP, co-NP, PSPACE, C$, n; are all 
closed under Ppos. Additionally, the classes NP, CP, (for k 2 1) and PSPACE are 
closed under NP,,,. 
ProoJ: We only show that NP is closed under NP,,,. The other cases are 
proved analogously. Let M be a nondeterministic oracle machine witnessing 
A E NP,,,(B), where BE NP, hence B = L(M’) for some nondeterministic 
polynomial-time machine M’. We need to show that A ENP. The following 
machine accepts A nondeterministically in polynomial time. 
On input x, 
guess an accepting computation path p of M on x. Let y,, . . . . y, be the query 
strings on p that are assumed to receive positive answers from the oracle. 
Verify that y,, . . . . y, E B by running M’ on yl, . . . . y,. 
By positiveness of M, this machine correctly accepts A. 1 
We mention at this point that also every class of the form BP%? is closed under 
Ppos (NP,,,) provided that %? is closed under Ppos (NPp_, resp.) This can be seen 
by using the amplification lemmas (see below). This is essentially the same 
argument as in the proof of BPP(BPP) = BPP (see [ 161). 
LEMMA 3.3 (First amplification lemma). Let V be any class of sets being closed 
under P p O s .  Then for any set A E BP% and any polynomial q there is a set B in 59, and 
a polynomial p such that for all x E C*, 1x1 = n, 
Prob[(x, y) E B zff x~A]>1-2~~(“), 
where y E ,I?‘(‘) is randomly chosen under untform distribution. 
Proof By definition of BP%‘, there exists a set B’ E 59, E > 0, and a polynomial p 
such that for all x E C*, 1x1 = n, 
Prob[(x, y) e B’ iff XEA]>~+E, 
where y E Zp(n) is randomly chosen under uniform distribution. Define a set B such 
that (x, y, . . . y,) E B if and only if for the majority of i < t, (x, yi) E B’. Hereby, t is 
a suitable polynomial function in n (depending on E and q) to be determined later. 
Clearly, BE P&B’), and hence BE V. The details of choosing the function t are 
given in the following claim. 
CLAIM 3.4. If E is some event that occurs with probability greater than $ + E, then 
E occurs within t independent (t odd) trials more than + times with probability at least 
l-$.(1 -4.E2)“2. 
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ProoJ See Lemma 3.4 in [24]. m 
Using the claim, it is not hard to see that, choosing 
2 
.4(n) = c, -4(n), where c, = O(E-~) 
yields 
ProbC(x, yly2 . . ..Y.)EB iff xEA] > 1 -2-4(“). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 1 
In the following, we show that an even stronger amplification lemma can be 
proved. Not only for single strings can the error probability be made exponentially 
small, but also for each initial segment. 
LEMMA 3.5 (Second amplification lemma). Let V be any class of sets which is 
closed under PpOs. Then for any set A E BP%? and any polynomial q there is a set 
BE W, and a polynomial p such that for all n, 
Prob[Vx, 1x1 Gn: ((x, y) E B iff XEA)] > 1 -2-y(n), 
pCn’ where y E C is randomly chosen under uniform distribution. 
Proof As in the proof of the first amplification lemma, obtain B’ E Q?, E > 0, and 
p from the definition of BP%. Define a set BE W such that 
(X>YO, -.-YO~Y,, . ..YI. .“~nl . ..Y.,)EB 
iff (y,‘J = p(i) and for the majority ofj< t, (x, Y,.~, j) E B’. 
Here, t = t(n) is chosen as c,. (q(n)+n+ 1). Let y= y,, ... ynt. Then, 
I yl = i t(n) .p(i) < n. t(n) .p(n) = O(n -q(n) .p(n)). 
Further, we obtain for each single string x, 1x1 <n, 
Prob[(x, y) E B iff xeA] > 1 _2--q(n)--n-’ 
and, finally, 
Prob[Vx,Ixl<n: ((x,y)~Biffx~A)] 
>l-2”“’ .2-_q(n)--n-l = l-2-0) 1 
Note that in both amplification lemmas, E could even be allowed to depend on n, 
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for example, E = O(npk) for some k, and the lemmas still hold. The above 
calculations show that it is enough to choose t(n) = O(C* .q(n)), which is still 
polynomial in n. 
The second amplification lemma yields an immediate link to nonuniform com- 
plexity classes. We consider the definition given by Karp and Lipton [14]. 
DEFINITION 3.5. For a class of sets % let %?/Poly be the class of all sets A for 
which there exists a set BE V and a polynomial p such that for each n there is a 
string y E Cp(“) with 
r,x~AlIxl~n}={xIIxI~n, (x, ~)EB). 
COROLLARY 3.6. For each class of sets G?? being closed under Ppos, BP% c %/Poly. 
Note that PjPoly is exactly the class of sets having polynomial size circuits (so 
that all sets in BPP have polynomial size circuits), and NP/Poly may be interpreted 
as the class of sets having “nondeterministic circuits” or “small generators”-in the 
sense of [34, 23, 241. 
Furthermore, there is a connection to sparse or tally oracles. It can be shown (cf. 
[6,24]) that 
Cp,/Poly= u C$(T) = u C!(T). 
T tally T sparse 
4. QUANTIFIER SIMULATION 
Lautemann [ 193 and GaEs (in Sipser [29]) showed independently that the class 
BPP is included in E{, the second level of the polynomial-time hierarchy. In both 
proofs, a “quantifier simulation” technique is used. This means that a property 
holding with high probability (as is supplied by the amplification lemmas) can be 
expressed by an existential and a universal quantifier (and vice versa). Sipser’s 
technique uses quantification over Boolean matrices which perform a linear trans- 
formation (or hashing) of the space in which the property is defined into a much 
smaller space. Membership in the set is then distinguished from non-membership in 
terms of whether these randomly chosen transformations cause a “collision” or not. 
Although Sipser’s technique is more powerful and can be applied in other contexts 
(cf. [ 12, 7, 31, 13,25, 26]), Lautemann’s technique is simple and elegant and 
suffices for our purpose. The technique has been somewhat improved by Zachos 
and Heller [37]. We present a version which is adapted from [37]. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Quantifier simulation lemma). Let E c C” be some set with 
/El >,(l -2pk).2m and let 2k),m. Then (a) and (b) hold: 
(a) Prob[30,~u~=m,Vi~m:uiQu~E]=1 
(b) Prob[Vu, lv( =m, 3idm: u,@u~E]> 1 -2-m-(kp’), 
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where uI, . . . . u, ~2”” are chosen uniformly at random and independently; and 0 
denotes bitwise addition module 2. 
Proof: (a) Assume there exists (u,, . . . . u,) such that for every v there is some 
i < m with ui @ v q! E. This implies that for some i < m,. there are at least 2”fm many 
v’s with ui 0 v # E. Hence, 
which contradicts the assumption. 
(b) Follows by the calculation: 
Prob[Vu 3: ui@ v E E] = 1 - Prob[% Vi: ui@ v $ E] 
ai-xProb[Vi:ui@v#E] 
” 
=l-~flProb[u,@v#E] 
0 i 
>lqn2-” 
v i 
432-km 
” 
=1_2”.2-km 
= 1 __2--m.(k--1)_ 1 
Notice that the condition 2k > m is only needed for the proof of part (a). In many 
applications, the following weaker version of (b) is sufficient. 
(b’) 3u = (aI, . . . . u,) Vu 3: ui Q v E E. 
Stating (a) differently gives the dual form: 
(a’) Vu = (ul, . . . . u,)3vVi:uiQv~E. 
Using (a’) and (b’), it is easy to see that BPP s I75 (and thus BPP E Lg n ZI$, by 
closure under complementation). Let A E BPP and obtain BE P from the first 
amplification lemma. Then, 
xEA=>Prob[(x,y)EB]>l-2-” 
*Vu 3v[Vi: (x, uiO v) E B (by (a’)), 
x#A-Prob[(x, y)gB]>l-2-” 
S- 3u Vv[3i: (x, ui@ v) $ B] (by (b’)). 
Since the expression in brackets is in P, it follows that A ENS. 
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This example can be generalized to the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. For each class V which is closed under NPpos, BP% E co-NP(W). 
Proof. Let A E BP?? and obtain B from the first amplification lemma. Then, 
xEA=Prob[(x,y)EB]>l-2-” 
=z=Vu% i: (x, ~@v)E B (by (a’)), 
x$A*Prob[(x,y)$B]>l-2-” 
* 3u Vu 3: (x, uiO u) 4 B (by (b’)). 
Using the fact that the third quantifier has polynomial range, and V is closed under 
NPpos, the set 
B’ = {(x, u) j3u Vi: (x, ui@ u) E B} 
is in V. Hence we get 
A = {x(Vu: (x, U)E B’} 
which shows that A is in co-NP(%). 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. For all k 2 1, BPCP, E IIg + , and BP& E Cf + 1. 
Figure 1 summarizes the known inclusions. Note that Cf = NP and Z77 = co-NP. 
BPC; 
MA 
BPII; 
co-MA 
FIG. 1. Inclusion structure. 
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All lines not drawn in the diagram are open problems, e.g., it is not known whether 
BPNP 5 Z{. For completeness, the classes MA and co-MA are also included in the 
diagram, they are defined in [2]. 
5. ONE-SIDED ERROR 
There is a certain non-symmetry in the quantifier simulation lemma as we have 
stated it. In clause (a), the probability 1 occurs which means in this case that the 
stated property holds for all u = (ul, . . . . u,). This is exploited in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let %? be any class which is closed under NP,,,. Then for any 
A E BP% and any polynomial q there is a set B E %9 and polynomial p such that for all 
x, 1x1 =n, 
xEA=z-Prob[(x, y)~Bl= 1 
and 
x # A => Prob[(x, y) E B] < 2 -q@‘), 
where y E Z*(“) is picked untformly at random. 
Proof: Given A E Bm and polynomial q, apply the first amplification lemma 
and obtain a set B’ E 9? and polynomial p such that for all x, 1x1 = n, 
Prob[(x, y)~B’iffx~A]>l-2-4(“). 
Using the quantifier simulation lemma (with k = q(n), m = p(n), E= {y E ,Z*@)) 
(x, y)cB’} and E= {y~Z*(“))(x, y)$B’}, resp.) we obtain 
x~A+Prob[%, (ul =p(n)Vidp(n)(x, u~@u)EB’]= 1, 
x6 A =S Prob[%, Iv1 = p(n) Vi< p(n)(x, uiO U)E B’] < 2-p(“)(9(“)-11)< 2-4(“). 
Defining B= ((x, u) I&I, (VI = p(n) Vi: < p(n)(x, uiO u) E B’}, it can be seen that 
BE NP,,,(B’), thus BE V, and the theorem follows. 1 
Note that for all k > 1, Zf is closed under NPpos, and thus the theorem applies. 
In [38], the one-sided error situation (e.g., for BPNP) is expressed by the equality 
BPNP=(3+3/3+V)=(V3/3+V). 
Using the second amplification lemma instead of the first, Theorem 5.1 can be 
strengthened from single strings to whole initial segments. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Gf: be any class being closed under NP,,,. Then for any 
A E BP%? and any polynomial q there is a set BE 9? and polynomial p such that for 
all n, 
Prob[Vx, 1x1 Gn: ((x, y) E B iff x E A)] > 1 - 2-y(“), 
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where y is picked uniformly at random from C p(n) Furthermore, for any x, (xl Gn, .
and y, IYI = p(n), 
XEA=>(X, Y)EB. 
6. COLLAPSING THE POLYNOMIAL HIERARCHY 
Boppana, Hastad, and Zachos [7] showed that the assumption co-NP E BPNP 
(or equivalently, NP E co-BPNP) implies that the polynomial hierarchy collapses 
to PH = C; = Z7$, and even to BPNP. By the results on the graph isomorphism 
problem mentioned earlier, this implies that graph isomorphism cannot be NP- 
complete unless .J5p = Z7;. In the following theorem, we generalize this result. 
For two sets A and B, let A $ B = {O}A u { 1) B be the join of A and B. A class % 
is closed under join if A, BE V implies A 0 BE %?. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let +? be a class closed under NP,,, and closed under join. Then 
the assumption co-Q?~ BP% implies that C{(‘%‘) c BP% for all n 20 (i.e., the 
polynomial hierarchy based on V collapses to BPS’). 
Proof. We show by induction on n, that the assumption co-59 G BP% implies 
that 2: u Z7; E BP% for all n 2 0. The case n = 0 means to show that P(V) c BP%. 
Let A = L(M, B) for a set BE %’ and a deterministic, polynomial-time oracle 
machine M. By assumption, BE BF%‘. Hence there is a set C E V (obtained from the 
second amplification lemma) such that with very high probability, 
XEB iff (X, Y) E C 
where y is randomly chosen. Define a set D as follows: 
D = {(x, y) ( 32 [z encodes an accepting computation path of M on input x, 
and oracle queries on z which are assumed to receive answer “yes” are in B, 
and for all oracle queries w on z that have answer “no,” (w, y) E Cl}. 
Then it can be seen that D E NP,,,(B 0 C). By the closure properties of W, D is in 
59. Finally, we have with high probability, 
XEA ifi (x, Y) E D, 
where y is picked at random. This shows A E BP%?, hence P(W) E BP’%. 
For the induction step, assume for some fixed n 2 0, Cc(%) u n;(g) G BlV. Let A 
be in C:+,(%?)u Z7;+i(%). Let us suppose that AEC{+~(Q?). (The other case 
A E Z7{+ 1(%7) is completely symmetric.) Then A can be written as 
A= {WY(X, y)~Bf 
MO1 st?q y JaS t! JEqJ UO!lED!pUl Pal!pUy Ue Si SSauM0-J .([oZ] 39) 6JOaql uo~$xInJ 
aA!smDa.I u! pa%IpoJlu! SBM Llpx@IO (SSaUq%q put?) SsauMoI JO ldamo3 aql 
~d.Di?~~O.lO~ %U!MOllOJ aql uyqo 
aM ‘6qxelarq p+uoudIod ayl JO sassqq 11~ 01 alqwqdde s! 1.9 uraloaqL axus 
xoplpuo~ srql 01 &sea paldept! aq uv~~oord aql u! o=u 
asm aqL '6$yq!xpa&:> Japun s)as a$alduIo3 svq & sstq~ aq$ leq$ uoy!puo~ aql 
6q pawyqns aq IIaM sf! pin03 1.9 tua.roaqL ul u!o[~apun amsop aqj ieql acipoN 
{33(Z‘k ‘X)kEI(Z‘X)} =Q 
las aql wql SMOIIOJ 11 csod N lapun 8~0 axis019 da 
‘z-(u)~-Z- I < [L)3(Z‘k ‘x)~El‘loJd.= 
(z-cujd-Z- I <[33(Z‘k ‘x)14o’d)~E* 
83(tf‘X)&-=v3X 
‘u= 1x1 ‘x IIE -IOJ )vql qms b IsrwoudIod pun ~33 $as B s! alaql ‘auuua~ 
uoge~yldtue aql 2!uysn '~g3g ‘s!saq~odAq uop3npu! 68 .d pz!urou6lod awes 
JOJ ‘( Ixl)d= JkI qyM X 01 pa~!uul s! uoywgguenb aql aJaqM ‘(&):~3g awos .xoj 
DNINQHCIS L&WI P6 
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information content (or complexity). It means that with respect to some operator 
Op the set A does not encode more information than the empty set, 
OP(A) = OP(0). 
A hierarchy of low sets and of high sets within the class NP was introduced by this 
author in [22]. 
DEFINITION 7.1. A set in NP is (polynomially) low, (in symbols: A E Lpk) if 
.Q(A) E CP,; and A is (polynomially) highk (in symbols: A E H$) if Zfl+, E C{(A). 
Define LH=U,L$ and HH=U,H{. 
These definitions have been generalized and extended in [4]. We summarize 
some known properties of the low and high hierarchy in NP; the proofs can be 
found in [22, 18, 241. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. (a) Lg E L; G L: . . . 
(b) HP,cH{GH$ ... 
(c) L{=P 
(d) L$’ = NP n co-NP 
(e) HP, = {A E NP ) A is NP-complete with respect to GP,) 
(f) Hy = {A E NP 1 A is NP-complete with respect to <TP} 
(g) if LP,nHf#@ then C$=Zi+, 
(h) ifCfl=Z;+i then Lfl = H$ = NP 
(i) BPP n NP c L$ 
(j) {AENP~A is sparse}cL$ 
(k ) P/PO/~ n NP E Lf; 
(1) if EXPTIME # NEXPTIME then LP, # L: 
(m) if NEXPTIME # co-NEXPTIME then Lf # L$ 
(n) (f for ail k, C$ # 2’{ + , (i.e., PH is proper) then NP - (LH u HH) # 0. 
Note that <$. is polynomial-time Turing reducibility, and 47” is strong non- 
deterministic polynomial-time Turing reducibility as defined by Long [21]. 
Adleman and Mander’s more familiar y-reducibility [ 1 ] is a special case of <Fi’ - 
reducibility. Hence, those sets presented in [ 1, 81 being y-complete but not known 
to be NP-complete in the usual sense, are also possible candidates for membership 
in HT - Hp. Virtually all proposed notions of (generalized) NP-completeness are 
included in some level of the high-hierarchy (no matter whether nondeterministic, 
probabilistic or circuit-reducibilities are used). This observation, together with 
Proposition 7.2(g) gives the handle to prove polynomial hierarchy collapsing 
results-similar to Section bin a more general framework. If some set shown to 
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be low were NP-complete (in whatever sense you choose) then the polynomial 
hierarchy collapses. 
Figure 2 summarizes the structure of the low and high hierarchies within NP. 
Now we show that the classes BPZ$ are “very close” to .Z$ because with respect 
to the operator Z$( ) they behave the same way as Z$. 
THEOREM 7.3. For each k 2 0, Z$(BPCg) = C; + 2. 
Proof: Let A E C{(B), where B E BPZf . Then, A can be characterized as 
A= (xI3yVz: (x, ~,z)EL(M, B)} 
for some deterministic polynomial time machine M. Further, by the second 
amplification lemma, for each n, 
Prob[Vw,Iwl<n:((w,s)EDiffwEB)]>l-2~”, 
where s E Zp(“’ is chosen uniformly at random. The set D E ,Z$ and the polynomial p 
are supplied by the second amplification lemma. Using the quantifier simulation 
lemma, we can characterize A as 
A’={x~3y3uVzVu[3i:(ui~u,x,y,z)~L(M’)]}, 
where M’ operates as follows: 
On input (s, x, y, z), run M on input (x, y, z). Whenever an oracle query is 
to be made for some query string w, continue with answer “ye.? if and only 
if (w, s) ED. 
All quantifiers in this presentation are appropriately polynomial bounded, and the 
Ez HOp = {SC-complete} HP = { ~~p-complete} H,P 
NP - (LH U HH) 
nonempty if PH proper 
L; = NP n co_NP 
Lg = P 
FIG. 2. The low- and high-hierarchy. 
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expression in brackets is in dpk+ I because the existential quantifier has polynomial 
range and M’ refers to the set D E C$. Hence, it follows that A’ E C$ f *. 
We claim that A’ = A. To see this, define the set 
D,= (wl(w,~)~D) 
and observe that 
Prob(sID,=B}>l-2-“, 
when both sets are restricted to strings of size dn. Hence we can apply the quan- 
tifier simulation lemma with E = (D,) Gn. Furthermore, M’ accepts (s, x, y, z) if and 
only if (x, y, z) E L(M, D,), so A’ can be written as 
A’={x~~~~~VZVU[~~:(X,~,Z)~L(M,D~,~,)]}. 
Then, using the quantifier simulation lemma, part (a’) gives the inclusion A’ c A, 
and part (b’) gives A’ I> A. 1 
A variation of the previous proof yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.4. For all k 2 1, Z$( BPCp, n BPIQ) = Cf + , . 
Proof. We only point out the differences to the previous proof. Instead of 
D E: CP,, we now have two sets D, E C$ and D, E II{ such that with high probability 
WEB iff (w, S)E D, iff (w, s)4Dzl 
where s is picked uniformly at random. Now, A can be expressed as 
A={x(3y3uVzVu[3i:(uiOu,x,y,z)~L(M’)]}. 
Here, M’ is a nondeterministic machine operating as follows: 
On input (s, x, y, z), run M on input (x, y, z) and accept if and only if M 
rejects. Whenever an oracle query to some string w occurs, then guess non- 
deterministically whether the answer is “yes” or “no.” Verify the answer by 
checking whether (w, s) E D1 or (w, s) E D2, respectively. If the verification 
succeeds, resume the simulation of M with answer “yes” or “no,” respec- 
tively. 
Since the expression in brackets is in Q, it follows that A E Z$ + , . 1 
The theorem contains as special cases the results C$(BPP) = C{ from [37], 
and C$(BPNPn co-BPNP)=Z$ from [25,26]. Also direct consequences of 
Theorem 7.4 are the facts that the classes R (random polynomial time, see [l ] ) and 
NP n BPP are low, [ 18, 241. We even get the following stronger inclusion. 
COROLLARY 7.5 [Z&263. NPn co-BPNPsL$. 
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Combining this with the results on graph isomorphism mentioned earlier, we 
obtain 
COROLLARY 7.6 [25,26]. The graph isomorphism problem cannot be highk 
unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to C&~2,kj. 
COROLLARY 7.7 [25,26]. Graph isomorphism is not NP-complete (w.r,t. <“,, 
, T , .y, ,R, . ..) unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to .2$ = I7$. <S”P < < 
8. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
We have shown that many of the arguments concerning probabilistic complexity 
classes can be unified and be proved under very mild conditions on the underlying 
complexity classes, like closure under positive reducibility. Further similar research 
can be found in [32], where the emphasis is on the notion of a random tally oracle, 
and in [15] where the classes of the probabilistic polynomial-time hierarchy are 
used to define another kind of low hierarchy in NP. 
Many problems still remain unresolved, e.g., is it possible to show the inclusion 
BPNP rZ$? Can the lowness results be strengthened, thereby yielding better 
collapse results for the polynomial-time hierarchy? Can the one-sided error results 
be pushed to show that R = NP n BPP? In [ 17,361, it is shown that this equality 
holds under certain assumptions about the self-reducibility structure of NP sets. 
Our definition of BP% has been designed for classes V which include P. For 
smaller classes, like LOGSPACE, the definition is not appropriate. The develop- 
ment of a uniform theory of probabilistic versions of complexity classes below P 
(like NC or LOGSPACE) is still a worthwhile project. 
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